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Abstract

The fast adaptive composite grid (FAC) method is an iterative method for solving discrete bound
ary value problems on composite grids. McCormick introduced the method in [10J and considered
the convergence behaviour for discrete problems resulting from finite volume element discretiza
tion on composite grids. In this paper we consider discrete problems resulting from finite difference
discretization on composite grids. We distinguish between two obvious discretization approaches
at the grid points on the interfaces between fine and coarse subgrids. The FAC method for solv
ing such discrete problems is described. In the FAC method several intergrid transfer operators
appear. We study how the convergence behaviour depends on these intergrid transfer operators.
Based on theoretical insights, (quasi-)optimal intergrid transfer operators are derived. Numerical
results illustrate the fast convergence of the FAC method using these intergrid transfer operators.
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1 Introduction

Many practical boundary value problems produce solutions which contain several high activity
regions. In these regions the solution varies much more rapidly than in the remaining part of
the domain. This behaviour of the solution may be caused by the differential operator itself,
by the forcing term in the differential equation, by the boundary conditions or by an irregular
boundary (e.g. a re-entrant corner).

Due to the large variations of the solution in the high activity regions, a relatively small
mesh size of the discretization grid is required in these regions to obtain a sufficiently accurate
approximation of the solution. Outside the high activity regions the behaviour of the solution
is much more smooth and there a (much) larger mesh size of the discretization grid is sufficient.
So, it seems reasonable to approximate the solution using several uniform grids with various
mesh sizes covering different parts of the domain (see e.g. [1],[4],[9]). At least one grid should
cover the entire domain. The mesh size of this global coarse grid is chosen in agreement with
the smooth behaviour of the solution outside the high activity regions. Further, several local
grids are used which are also uniform. Each of them covers only a (small) part of the domain
and contains a high activity region. The grid size of each of these grids is chosen in agreement
with the behaviour of the solution in the corresponding high activity region. In this way every
part of the domain is covered by a uniform grid whose mesh size is in agreement with the
behaviour of the continuous solution in that part of the domain. This refinement strategy is
known as local uniform grid refinement. The solution is approximated on the composite grid
which is the union of the uniform subgrids.

The fast adaptive composite grid (FAG) method [8, 9, 10] is an iterative method for solving
a given discrete problem ona composite grid. This discrete problem may result from finite
difference discretization, finite element discretization or finite volume discretization on the
composite grid. In each iteration step of the FAG method a residual is computed on the
composite grid, corrections are computed on the uniform subgrids and the composite grid
approximation is corrected. In this way all actual computing, i.e solving (linear) systems
of equations, takes place on the uniform subgrids. In [10] theory is presented for the FAG
method in a variatonal setting (Variational FAG) and extended to the nonvariational case of
Finite Volume Element based FAC.

In this paper we consider the FAG method for solving discrete problems resulting from
finite difference discretizations on a composite grid. When discretizing on a composite grid
one has to distinguish between locally uniform and locally nonuniform grid points. At locally
uniform grid points (the greater number of grid points in a composite grid) standard finite
difference stencils can be used. At locally nonuniform grid points (i.e. grid points on the
interfaces between the uniform subgrids) one can distinguish between two obvious discretiza
tion approaches. One approach is to treat these grid points as grid points of the (uniform)
coarsest grid which is related to the interface (see e.g. [3]). We refer to this approach as the
uniform interface discretization. The second approach is to consider the composite grid as a
really nonuniform grid near the interface and to use nonuniform finite difference stencils at
the interface grid points (see e.g. [11]). We refer to this approach as nonuniform interface
discretization.

In the FAG method intergrid transfer operators between the composite grid and the uni
form subgrids are used. We shall show that the convergence behaviour of the FAG method
depends mainly on the way in which the composite grid residuals are restricted on the inter
faces between the uniform subgrids. An optimality criterion for the restriction operators is
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(2.1)

defined. It is shown that, for a composite grid problem resulting from the uniform interface
discretization, each restriction operator which equals the trivial injection on the interfaces
satisfies this optimality criterion. With such a restriction operator, the FAC method for the
one-dimensional Poisson problem becomes a direct solver. For more general problems the fast
convergence of this FAC method is illustrated by numerical results. For composite grid prob
lems resulting from nonuniform interface discretization one should not use trivial injection on
the interface. For the one-dimensional Poisson problem a weighted restriction operator which
satisfies the optimality criterion is derived. The FAC method with this restriction operator
is a direct solver for this problem. For more general problems it is not clear (to us) how a
(linear) weighted restriction operator satisfying the optimality criterion can be derived. Us
ing the optimality criterion a nonlinear FAC method is developed. The convergence rate of
this nonlinear FAC method for composite grid problems resulting from nonuniform interface
discretization is comparable with the high convergence rate of the FAC method for composite
grid problems resulting from the uniform interface discretization.

We note that there are other methods for approximating the continuous solution using a
composite grid. In particular we mention the local defect correction method. For this method
we refer to [4],[2],[3].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Subsection 2.1 we introduce a
model composite grid which is composed of a uniform global coarse grid and a uniform local
fine grid. In Subsection 2.2 we consider finite difference discretization on this model composite
grid. In Subsection 2.3 the FAC iteration is introduced. In Subsection 2.4 we analyse the error
propagation in the FAC method. The dependence of the convergence rate on the restriction
operators is considered and an optimality criterion for the restriction operators is defined. In
Section 3 we analyse the convergence behaviour of the FAC method for the one-dimensional
Poisson problem. In Section 4 we consider the convergence behaviour of the FAC method
for two-dimensional elliptic boundary value problems. A nonlinear FAC method for solving
composite grid problems resulting from nonuniform interface discretization is developed.

2 The Fast Adaptive Composite Grid (FAC) Method

2.1 Notation

The fast adaptive composite grid method is an iterative solver for discrete problems resulting
after discretizing a boundary value problem on a composite grid.
As a model boundary value problem we use

£,U = f in n,
U = g on an,

with n = (0,1) x (0,1) and £, a linear elliptic second-order differential operator.
As a model composite grid we use a nonuniform grid composed of a uniform global coarse

grid, nH , and a uniform local fine grid, n? The grid nH is a uniform grid with size H
covering the domain n. The grid n? is a uniform grid with size h < H covering a local region
nl c n. The composite grid is denoted by nH,h for which we have nH,h = nH Un? In the
remainder we also use a uniform local coarse grid, nr. This is a uniform grid with size H
covering nl. Examples of n H, n?, nr and nH,h are shown in Figure l.

The refinement factor u is defined by u := H / h. We assume that u E IN and that the
interface r between nl and the remainder of n coincides with grid lines of nH • We introduce
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Figure 1: Examples of n H, nr, nH,h, r H, rh and nf respectively.

the coarse interface grid rH = r n nH and the fine interface grid r h = r n nh , where nh

is the uniform grid with size h covering n. Examples of coarse and fine interface grids are
shown in Figure 1.

To each grid a set of grid functions is related. For example, the set of grid functions related
to r H is denoted by F(fH). For a grid function v[f E F(fH) we have v[f = (v[f(x))xerH.
Given an ordering of the grid points, each grid function can be represented as a vector.

In the remainder we use the following partitioning of the composite grid:

(2.2)

where ng consists of all grid points of nH that lie neither inside nl nor on f (see Figure 2).

2.2 Finite difference discretization on composite grids

The composite grid is composed of uniform subgrids. Thus, in the greater part of the domain
the composite grid is locally uniform. In this part finite difference stencils related to a uniform
grid can be used. So, first we consider finite difference discretization on the uniform grids
nH , nr and nf. When discretizing on uniform grids standard finite difference stencils can
be used (see the stencils in Section 4).

The discrete problem resulting after finite difference discretization of boundary value
problem (2.1) on the uniform global coarse grid nH is denoted by

(2.3)

Figure 2: Partitioning of the composite grid. x : grid points of ng; • : grid points of n?i
0: grid points of r H •
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Figure 3: Slave points (0) and composite grid points (.).

with U H, fH E :F(nH) and LH : :F(nH) _ :F(nH). Here LH is a finite difference operator
related to the uniform discretization grid nH •

The discrete problem which results after finite difference discretization of the boundary
value problem

£U=f
U=g
U=g

in nl,
on an nan l ,

on r,
(2.4)

on the uniform local fine grid n? is denoted by

(2.5)

Here u?, N E :F(n?) and L? : :F(n?) - :F(n?), L~ : :F(rh) - :F(n?). The right hand sides
f and gin (2.4) are incorporated in flh. The term L~(glrh) deals with the Dirichlet boundary
condition on the interface r.

In the following we will also use the discrete problem which results after finite difference
discretization of boundary value problem (2.4) on the uniform local coarse grid nfl:

Lflufl + Lf! (glrH) = flH, (2.6)

with ufl, flH E :F(nfl), Lfl : :F(nfl) - :F(nfl) and Lf! : :F(rH) - :F(nfl). In the dis
cretization process on the local coarse grid the same finite difference stencils are used as in
the discretization process on the global coarse grid. So we have:

We assume that in the discretization processes on the uniform grids maximum 9-point
stencils are used.

Now we come to finite difference discretization on the composite grid nH,h. At all grid
points x E nH,h the difference operator in (2.1) is replaced by some finite difference approxi
mation. We denote the resulting composite grid problem by

(2.8)

with uH,h, fH,h E :F(nH,h) and LH,h : :F(nH,h) _ :F(nH,h).
In the discretization process on the composite grid the finite difference stencils from (2.3)

are used at grid points x E ng:
(2.9)
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At the grid points x E n~ the uniform finite difference stencils from (2.5) are used. At some
grid points of n~ near the interface, these finite difference stencils involve unknowns at so
called slave points x E rh\rH (see Figure 3). For the elimination of the unknowns at the
slave points (using the unknowns at the grid points x E r H ) we introduce an interpolation
operator pr : .r(rH) - .r(rh). When interpolating between a point of an and a grid point
of r H , a zero value at the point of an is used. The given boundary value at this grid point
appears in the right hand side vector of the composite grid problem. We will use piecewise
linear or piecewise quadratic interpolation. We have:

(2.10)

At grid points x E r H the composite grid is locally nonuniform. These grid points can
be treated in several ways in the discretization process. One way is to treat these points
as though they were grid points of the uniform global coarse grid. In this case the finite
difference stencil at a grid point x E r H involves grid points of nH,h n nH only and we have:

(2.11)

(see [3]). We will refer to this discretization process as the uniform interface discretization.
Another way is to treat these points as grid points of an arbitrary nonuniform grid (see e.g.
[Il]). Then we do not use the underlying global coarse grid in the discretization process. We
refer to such a discretization process as a nonuniform interface discretization. Examples of
uniform and nonuniform discretizations on composite grids are given in Section 3 and Section
4. In the remainder we assume that all finite difference operators LH,h, LH, L~ and Lfl are
nonsingular.

2.3 Description of the FAC method

We describe the FAC method for solving the composite grid problem (2.8). Approximations
of uH,h in (2.8) are computed in an iterative way. At each step two discrete problems on
uniform grids are solved exactly: one discrete problem defined on nH and one defined on nr.
The resulting solutions are used to improve the current approximation.

Let fLH,h be an approximation of uH,h and consider the composite grid defect dH,h :=
fH,h - LH,hfLH,h. The exact correction vH,h := uH,h _ fLH,h satisfies LH,hvH,h = dH,h.
The composite grid defect dH,h is restricted to the global coarse grid and to the local fine
grid. For the latter restriction we use the trivial injection: d~ := dH,hln~'

For the former restriction we introduce the restriction operator r : .r(nH,h) _ .r(nH) and
we define dH := rdH,h. Outside nl and away from r the trivial injection is used:

(2.12)

At this point we do not specify r inside nl and on r. However, we assume that r inside nl
does not involve grid points outside nl.

An approximation vH E .r(nH) of vH,h is computed by solving the global coarse grid
problem

(2.13)
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with L H from (2.3). Next an approximation v? E :F(n?) ofvH,h is computed. The approxima
tion vH resulting from (2.13) is used to define Dirichlet boundary conditions on the interface.
Values at grid points x E rh\rH are obtained by interpolation. We use the interpolation
operator Pr from (2.10). We recall that when interpolating between a point on an and a grid
point on rH, a zero value at the point on an is used. The following local fine grid problem
results (cf. (2.5), (2.10))

L h h - dh Lh (H )
I VI - I - rPr V IrH' (2.14)

with L? and L~ as in (2.10).
The approximations vH from (2.13) and v? from (2.14) are used to correct the approxi

mation uH,h of uH,h:

The fast adaptive composite grid method is an iterative process which combines local and
global discrete problems in the way described above. At each iteration step an approximation
of uH,h is computed.

FAG algorithm

Start: Initial composite grid approximation u~,h given.

i = 1,2, ...

a. Initialization

Computation of the composite grid defect

dH,h := f H,h - LH,hu~~

Restriction of the composite grid defect to the global coarse grid

dH := fdH,h

Restriction of the composite grid defect to the local fine grid

dh .- dH,h
lI .- nh

I

b. Exact solution of the global problem

LHvH = dH on nH

c. Exact solution of the local problem

L?v? = d? - L~pr (vHIrH ) on n~

d. Correction of the composite grid approximation

ufl,h(x) := u~~(x)+ v? (x) x E n?
ufl,h(x) := u~~(x)+ vH(x) x E nH,h\n~

6
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Iteration (2.15) was introduced by McCormick in [10] as the fast adaptive composite grid
method in delayed correction form. Note that at this point we are still free to choose the
restriction operator of inside Ol and on r.

In each iteration step in (2.15) a defect on the composite grid is computed. After the first
FAC step, this composite grid defect is equal to zero at all grid points which do not lie on the
interface.

Lemma 2.1 The FAG iterates uf,h, i ~ 1, satisfy

(2.16)

Proof. Let i ~ 1. Define

Hh() {V?(X) x E Of
v ' x:= vH(x) x E OH,h\Of '

with vH from (2.15d) and v? from (2.15e). Then

At x E og we have:

At x E Of we have:

(2.1~,2.9)

(2.12~.15b)

(2 ..!.?d)

dH,h(x) - (LHvH)(x)

(dH - LHvH)(x)

O.

(fH,h _ LH,hu~~)(x) _ (LH,hvH,h)(x) (2.15~2.10)

(2 ..!.?c)

dH,h(x) - (Lfv?)(x) - (L~pr(vHlrH ))(x)

(df - L?v? - L~pr(vH IrH ))(x)

o. o

By Lemma 2.1 we find that, except for the first FAC step, we have to compute the
composite grid defect on the interface only. After the first FAC step, the restriction of the
composite grid defect to the local fine grid and to the grid points of the global coarse grid
which are not part of the interface can be omitted. Thus, it is clear that the convergence rate
of the FAC method only depends on the choice for the restriction operator of on the interface.
In the following subsection we analyse the error propagation in the FAC iteration.

2.4 Error propagation

The FAC iteration (2.15) is of the form:

U H,h - M uH,h + N fH,h
i - C i-I C •

7
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Since uH,h is a fixed point of the FAC iteration, we have

uH,h = MeuH,h + NcfH,h. (2.18)

In order to derive an expression for the iteration matrix we define the characteristic
functions X : F(OH) --+ F(OH,h) and Xl : F(O~) --+ F(OH,h) by

{
wH (x) x E OH u r H { 0 x E OH u r H

(xwH)(x) := 0 x E Or ,(XIW~)(X) := w~(x) x E or .

Further, we introduce the trivial injections r : F(OH,h) --+ F(OH) and rr : F(OH) --+ F(rH):

W H,h
.- IOH'

H
.- W IrH '

Theorem 2.2 The iteration matrix of the FAG iteration (2.15) satisfies

(2.19)

(2.20)

Proof. First, we introduce the trivial injection rl : F(OH,h) --+ F(O~) satisfying

r WH,h.- wH,h
lI .- Oh'

I

Using (2.15), the definitions of X, Xl, r, T! and rr, and with ]H,h : F(OH,h) --+ F(OH,h)
denoting the identity operator on OH,h we get

H,h H,h + H + hui = ui-l XV XLvI

_ u~~ + X(LH)-lf(JH,h - LH,hu~~)

+ XI(L~)-lrl(JH,h - LH,hu~~) - XI(L~)-1L~prrr(LH)-lf(JH,h - LH,hu~~)

= {]H,h _ X(LH)-lfLH,h _ XI(L~)-lrILH,h + XI(L~)-1 L~prrr(LH)-lfLH,h}u~~

+ {X(LH)-lf + XI(L~)-lrl - XI(L~)-1L~prrr(LH)-If} fH,h.

So, Me = ]H,h - X(LH)-lfLH,h - XI(L~)-lrILH,h + XI(L~)-1L~prrr(LH)-lfLH,h.

By (2.10) we have rlLH,h = L~rl + L~prrrr.

Using this we get

Me = ]H,h - Xlrl - X(LH)-lfLH,h + XI(L~)-1 L~prrr(LH)-I{fLH,h - LHr}.

Note that ]H,h - XlTl = xr. Then (2.21) follows immediately. o

The error of the i-th iterate is defined by vfl,h := uH,h - uf,h. From (2.17) and (2.18) we
obtain

H,h M H,h
vi = eVi_I' i ~ 1. (2.22)

At the right hand side of (2.21) the term {LHr - f LH,h} appears.
We define global coarse grid functions

1-11 '.= LHrv!f,h - r-LH,hv!f,h . > 1
~ ~-l ~-l , Z - .

8
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These functions govern the error propagation. In order to make this clear, we define the global
coarse grid problems

LHv!l = J-!l i >_ 1., , , (2.24)

and the related local fine grid problems

Lh h Lh H °I v',i + rPrrrvi = , i ~ 1. (2.25)

Lemma 2.3 The error of the i-th FAG iterate satisfies

H,h H h . 1
vi = XVi + X,v',i' Z ~ ,

with vfI and V?i from (2.24) and (2.25) respectively.,

Proof. Substitute (2.21), (2.23)-(2.25) in (2.22).

(2.26)

o

By Lemma 2.3 we have that the size of the error in the i-th FAC iterate is determined by
the size of the global coarse grid function JiH . At the right hand side of (2.23) the restriction
operator r appears. We shall analyse the influence of this restriction operator on the error
propagation in the FAC method. In agreement with the partitioning of the composite grid in
(2.2) we distinguish between three parts of the restriction operator.

The first part is related to ng. We have assumed that r is the trivial injection on ng (cf.
(2.12)). Since the composite grid operator and the global coarse grid operator are identical
on ng the right hand side in (2.23) is equal to zero at all grid points x E ng.
Lemma 2.4 We have

(2.27)

The proof of Lemma 2.4 follows immediately from the definition of ];,H, (2.9) and (2.12).
The second part of r is related to n? In the following lemma we show that ];,H does not

depend on this part of r. We use the trivial injection r, : F(n?) -t F(nf) given by:

Lemma 2.5 We have

r W h.- wh
I ,.- llnf· (2.28)

(2.29)

with vfl as in (2.24) and vti as in (2.25).

Proof. At x E n? we have (LH,hv[1,h)(x) = (L?Vti)(X) + (L~prrrvfl)(x) = 0, i ~ 1.
Since we have assumed that r inside 0., does not involve grid points outside n?, we have
(rLH,hvc,i)(X) = 0, x E nf, i ~ 1.
Thus, at x E nf and for i ~ 2, we have

JiH(x) = (LH rv~~)(x)

(~) (Lf r,vti-l)(X) + (L/f rrv{:l)(x). o

The restriction operator r does not appear on the right hand side of (2.29). So the rate
of convergence of the FAC method is independent of the restriction operator r inside n,.
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Expression (2.29) does not hold for i = 1; the error reduction in the first FAC step does
depend on the restriction operator r inside Oz. These results are in agreement with Lemma
2.1.

The third part of r is related to the interface. We recall that, for a given i ~ 1, (cf.
(2.24),(2.25)),

= j-Hi ,

Lh H- - rPrrrvi .

A bad choice of r on the interface may result in relatively large components IhH (x)l, x E r H

(compared to IhH(x)l, x E OF) and hence in relatively large errors Ivfl (x)l, x E OH.
For i ~ 2 only the components iiH (x), x E rH depend on r (cf. Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5).
Clearly liiH(X)I, x E r H is minimal if hH(x) = 0 at all x E rHo Therefore, we define the
following optimality criterion:

A restriction operator r : :F(OH,h) -+ :F(OH) satisfies the optimality criterion for
some given composite grid problem LH,huH,h = fH,h (cf. (2.8)), if and only if

rLH,hwH,h(x) = LHrwH,h(x), x E r H,

for all wH,h E :F(OH,h).

Remark 2.6 If r satisfies the optimality criterion, then iiH (x) = 0, x E r H , i ~ 1 (cf (2.23)).

Theorem 2.7 Consider a composite grid problem resulting from the uniform interface dis
cretization approach. Let the restriction operator r ::F(OH,h) -+ :F(OH) be equal to the trivial
injection on the interface:

(rwH,h)lrH := wH,h
1rH

.

Then r satisfies the optimality criterion.

Proof. Follows immediately from (2.11), (2.19) and (2.30).

(2.30)

o

We note that the result in Theorem 2.7 does not depend on the boundary value problem nor
on the composite grid. As we shall see in the following sections, such a general statement as
in Theorem 2.7 can not be made for a nonuniform interface discretization.

Remark 2.8 Consider a composite grid problem resulting from the uniform interface dis
cretization. In [2J it is shown that there is a close correspondence between the FAC method
with r the trivial injection (Le. r = r, r from (2.19)) and the local defect correction method
introduced in [4J.
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3 The FAC Method for the One-Dimensional Poisson Problem

In this section we consider the one-dimensional Poisson problem

-Uxx = f(x), 0 < x < 1
U(O) = go, U(I) = gl.

(3.1)

For this problem a complete analysis of the convergence behaviour of the FAC method can be
given, both for the uniform interface discretization and the nonuniform interface discretiza
tion. Furthermore, for the nonuniform interface discretization a restriction operator which
satisfies the optimality criterion can be derived.

The composite grid is composed of a coarse grid with size H covering (0,1) and a fine grid
with size h < H covering the local region 01 = (XI,Xr ) with 0 < XI = IH < Xr = rH < 1,
I, mE IN. The boundary value problem (3.1) is discretized on this composite grid.

At grid points x E og and x E O? we use the standard second order accurate central
difference schemes, described by the stars

1
-[-1 2 -IJ
H2 '

1
-[-1 2 -IJ
h2 '

(3.2)

respectively. Note that in the one-dimensional case we do not have to interpolate on the
interface.
For the uniform interface discretization, the interface grid points are treated as global coarse
grid points. The stencils at these grid points are:

1
H2 [-1 2~ -IJ at XI,

00-1

1
H2[-1~ 2 -IJ at X r •

00-1

(3.3)

We recall that (J = H / h. The finite difference stencils in (3.3) involve the two grid points at
distance H of XI and Xr . We use the FAC method for solving the composite grid problem
(3.2),(3.3). Each restriction operator r satisfying (rwH,h)(XI) = wH,h(XI)' (rwH,h)(xr ) =
wH,h(xr ) satisfies the optimality criterion (d. Theorem 2.7). For the one-dimensional Poisson
problem, the FAC method with r the trivial injection (i.e. r = r, r from (2.19)) is a direct
solver.

Theorem 3.1 The FAC method with r the trivial injection yields the exact solution of the
composite grid problem (3.2)-(3.3) after two steps.

Proof. We have to prove that uH,h - u:,h =O.
By Lemma 2.5 we have for X E Of

ir (X) = (Lf rlvtl)(X) + (Ltf rrv[1)(x)

= (Lf rlvtl)(X) - (Lf vI:t)(x)

with
LH H LH H - 0I VI,1 + r rrVl -

and
Lh h Lh H - 0I VI,I + rrrVl - •
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Thus, vtI and vfr are the exact solutions of the discrete problems resulting from central
differenc~ discreti~ation of

Vxx = 0, Xl < X < Xr,
V(XI) = vfl (Xl),
V(xr) = vfl(xr),

on the uniform grids nr and nf, respectively. Since the solution of this two point boundary
value problem is a linear function, we have that

vfr = VlnH
, HI

and vtI = Vlnh.
, HI

Since rl is the trivial injection we have that #!(x) = 0 at all X E nr
By Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.7 we have that j.J1 (x) = 0 at all X E nf5 u r H • Thus, j.J1 == 0
and from (2.24) - (2.26) it follows that v!j,h == O. 0

Next we consider a nonuniform interface discretization on the composite grid. At the
interface grid points the following finite difference stencils are used:

1 20" 20"2
H2[-0"+1 20" - 0"+1] at Xl, (3.4)

These stencils correspond to a first order accurate finite difference approximation of - fi.r
at the interface grid points. The stencils involve the interface grid point and its two direct
neighbours (one at distance H and one at distance h).

We use the FAC method for solving the composite grid problem (3.2),(3.4). In the FAC
method we use the restriction operator f defined by:

(fWH,h)(X) := wH,h(x), X E nf5 u nf,
(fwH,h)(x) := >.wH,h(x) x E rH = {Xl, xr}.

(3.5)

So, f is the trivial injection at grid points which do not lie on the interface. At the interface
grid points f is a weighted restriction with weighting factor >..

Theorem 3.2 Consider the nonuniform interface discretization (3.2),(3.4) and the FAC
method (2.15) with f as in (3.5). Then f satisfies the optimality criterion if and only if
>. = 0'+1 Furthermore ~J uH,h ...t. uH,h then20' . '1;-'

II H,h H,hll
u - ui+I 00 = 11- \~I, . > 1Hh " ~- .lIuH ,h - ui ' 1100 0" + 1

(3.6)

Proof. Let i ;::: 1. Suppose that v{l,h(XI) = a and v{l,h(xr) = f3.
Using (2.24)-(2.26) and the fact that jiH (x) = 0, X E nf5, i ;::: 1 (cf. Lemma 2.4), it is easy to
show that:

v!1,h(X) = aJf..
t Xl

v!1,h(x) = a + (f3 - a) X-Xl
t Xr-Xl
H,h( ) _ f3 I-X

Vi X - I-Xr

12

X E nH n (O,XI],

X E nr,
X E nH n [x r , 1).



We assume a i= °or f3 i= 0, since otherwise vf·h =O. A straightforward calculation yields

- LHrvf·h(xl) - fLH.hvf,h(XI)

= Jh-{2vf·h(x,) - vf,h(XI - H) - vf·h(XI + H)

2 \ H.h() 217.\ H.h( H) + 2172
.\ H,h( + h)}- a",vi Xl + 17+1 Vi Xl - 17+1 Vi Xl

= ..!.. 17+1-2.\17 QXr -,8XI
H 17+1 XI(Xr-X,) '

= LHrvf,h(xr) - fLH.hvf·h(xr)

- Jh-{2vf,h(xr) - vf,h(Xr - H) - vf,h(Xr + H)

2 \ H,h( ) 2172
.\ H,h( h) + 217.\ H,h( + H)}- a",vi Xr + 17+1 Vi Xr - 17+1 Vi Xr

..!.. 17+1-2.\17 ~-Q-~Xt+QX)= H a+l l-xrlXr -Xl·

= «LH)-lH~l)(XI)
-H -H

= HXI(1- XI)!i+1(x,) + HXI(1- Xr)!i+1(Xr)

= (1 - A17:;1 )a,

V~~(Xr) = «LH)-lH~l)(Xr)
-H -H= HXI(l - Xr)Ji+l(XI) + Hxr(1- Xr)Ji+l(Xr)

= (1 - A172::'1 )(3.

Using (2.24)-(2.26) and Lemma 2.4 it is easy to show that v~~(x) = (1 - A172::'1 )vf,h(x),
X E nH,h. Now (3.6) follows immediately. 0

Theorem 3.2 clearly shows how the convergence behaviour of the FAC iterates depends on
the weighting factor A in (3.5). For A > 1 + ~ the FAC iterates diverge. If A = 1 then the
error reduction factor equals ~+~. So, if f is the trivial injection, then the convergence rate
of the FAC method deteriorates for a - 00.

From the proof of Theorem 3.3 it is clear that a restriction operator satisfying the optimal
ity criterion can be derived, because the error vf,h can be given explicitly as function of the
values vf·h(x), x E rHo Obviously, this is not possible for more general problems (e.g. prob
lems with variable coefficients, convection-diffusion problems, two-dimensional problems). For
these problems it is not clear how to derive a restriction operator satisfying the optimality
criterion for a nonuniform interface discretization.

It is immediately clear that H~l(Xl) = H!u (xr) = 0 if and only if A = u2t1. Hence, f from
(3.5) satisfies the optimality criterion if and only if A = utI.
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 it can be shown that jiH (x) = 0, X E nf, i ~ 2. By
Lemma 2.4 we have jiH(X) = 0, X Eng, i ~ 1. Thus, H~l has only two non-zero components:
-H -H

!i+1 (Xl) and !i+1(xr ).
In this special case the inverse (LH)-l is known and V~~(XI) and V~~(Xr) can be computed
easily:
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4 The FAC Method for the Two-Dimensional Poisson Prob
lem

By means of numerical results the fast convergence of the FAC method with a restriction
operator satisfying the optimality criterion will be illustrated for the uniform interface dis
cretization. Further, the optimality criterion is used to derive a fastIy converging nonlinear
variant of the FAC method for a nonuniform interface discretization.

We consider the two-dimensional Poisson problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions:

-6.u = f in n = (0,1) x (0,1),
U =g on an. (4.1)

The composite grid is composed of a coarse grid with size H covering (0,1) x (0,1) and a fine
grid with size h < H covering the local region nl = (0, xr) x (0, yr) with °< xr = mH < 1,°< Yr = nH < 1, m,n E IN.

The boundary value problem (4.1) is discretized on this composite grid. Like in the
previous section we consider two types of discretizations on the composite grid: uniform
interface discretization and nonuniform interface discretization. We introduce the following
partitioning of the coarse interface grid r H :

r H = r~rt U r~r U {(xr, Yr)}

r~rt = {(x,y) E rH Ix = xr,O < Y < yr},
rf:or = {(x,y) E r H IY = Yr,O < x < xr}.

(4.2a)

(4.2b)

(4.2c)

In the discretization process the following finite difference stencils are used.
At grid points x E ng U {(xr, Yr)} and x E nf we use the standard second order accurate
5-point stencils

_1 [-1 ~1 -1]H2 '
-1

~ [-1 ~1 -1]
h2 '

-1

(4.3)

respectively. If in the latter scheme an unknown at a slave point is involved (see Figure 3),
then the coefficient corresponding with this slave point is replaced by a linear combination
of the two nearest grid points of r H (i.e. pr from Section 2.2 is the linear interpolation
operator).

For the uniform interface discretization the interface grid points of rf:or U r~rt are treated
as global coarse grid points. Then, e.g. at a grid point x E rf:or' the following stencil is used:

-1
-1 4 -1

1

r}U-l (4.4)
H2

-1

This stencil involves the four grid points at a distance H of x.
For the nonuniform interface discretization, a finite difference stencil involving the interface
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grid point and its four direct neighbours is used at each interface grid point. For example, at
a interface grid point x E rf[or the following finite difference stencil is used:

[

2u ]1 - u+l

-2 -1 2 + 20" -1 .
II 2u2

-u+l

(4.5)

This stencil corresponds to a first order accurate finite difference approximation of Uyy • The
stencil involves the interface grid point and its four direct neighbours; three at distance II
and one at distance h. A similar stencil is used at the interface grid points x E r~rt.

This nonuniform interface discretization approach corresponds to the five-point finite volume
approach in [7J.
In (4.3)-(4.5) the usual modifications are used at grid points close to the boundary an.

The discretization error for the uniform interface discretization described above is studied
in [3J. Properties of the global discretization error, both for the uniform interface discretiza
tion (ef. (4.4)) and the nonuniform interface discretization (ef. (4.5)) are illustrated in the
following example.

Example 4.1 We take f,g in (4.1) such that U(x, y) = (tanh(25(x + y - ~)) + 1)/2. This
solution contains a high activity region near the line segment x + y = 1/8 inside the unit
square. We take nl = {(x, y) En I°< x, Y < 1/4}. In Table 1 we show values of the global
discretization error IluH,h - UlnH,hll oo for several values of II and 0" = ll/h. The values in
the upper part of the table are related to the uniform interface discretization. The values in
the lower part of the table are related to the nonuniform interface discretization. We see that
the quality of the two discretizations is comparable. Further we see that if we take II fixed,
then decreasing h (i.e. increasing 0") results in h2 convergence until a certain threshold value
O"rn is reached. For II = 1/8 we see a threshold value O"rn = 16 for both discretizations. Also
note that in Table 1 there is only little variation in the values if we take h fixed and vary
0". For example, along the diagonal from (1l,0") = (1/128,1) to (1l,0") = (1/8,16) all values
are of comparable size. This means that the global discretization errors corresponding to the
composite grid problems with II = 1/8, h = 1/128 are approximately of the same size as the
global discretization error related to the standard discrete problem on the global uniform grid
with h = 1/128.

As stated in Theorem 2.7, the trivial injection, f = r, satisfies the optimality criterion for
a composite grid problem resulting from the uniform interface discretization. The following
example shows that the convergence rate of the FAC method with f = r is very high for the
uniform interface discretization (4.3),(4.4). For the composite grid problem resulting from
the nonuniform interface discretization (4.3),(4.5) the convergence rate of the FAC method
with f = r is very low.

Example 4.2 We take the same problem as in Example 4.1. For nl we take nl = (0,1/2) x
(0,1/2). In Table 2 the error reduction factors

IIu!f,h - uH,hll oo

Pi := Ilu~~ _ uH,hll oo

for i = 1,2, ... ,5 are presented for several values of 0" = II/ hand II = 1/8 (similar results
are obtained for other values of ll). We see that for the uniform interface discretization the
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(4.6)

H 1 2 4 8 16 32 u
1/8 2.55e -1 5.96e - 2 2.2ge - 2 5.3ge - 3 1.4ge - 3 1.55e - 3

1/16 6.08e - 2 2.2ge - 2 5.53e - 3 1.34e - 3 8.86e - 4
1/32 2.2ge - 2 5.61e - 3 1A1e - 3 3.33e - 4
1/64 5.63e - 3 1.43e - 3 3.51e - 4
1/128 1.44e - 3 3.55e - 4
1/256 3.57e - 4

1/8 2.55e -1 5.94e - 2 2.2ge - 2 5A8e - 3 1.2ge - 3 1.25e - 3
1/16 6.08e - 2 2.2ge - 2 5.58e - 3 1.38e - 3 7.35e - 4
1/32 2.2ge - 2 5.62e - 3 1A2e - 3 3.37e - 4
1/64 5.63e - 3 1.43e - 3 3.20e - 4

1/128 1.44e - 3 3.56e - 4
1/256 3.57e - 4

Table 1: Global discretization errors in Example 4.1.

uniform interface discr. nonuniform interface discr.
i u=2 u=4 u=8 u=2 u=4 u=8

1 4.86e - 2 4.86e - 2 4.86e - 2 4.86e - 2 4.86e - 2 4.86e - 2

2 2.05e - 2 2.63e - 2 2.77e - 2 3A4e - 1 6.67e - 1 9.38e -1

3 2.07e - 2 2.66e - 2 2.80e - 2 3A3e - 1 6.67e - 1 9.38e -1

4 2.11e - 2 2.70e - 2 2.85e - 2 3A2e - 1 6.66e - 1 9.38e - 1

5 2.17e - 2 2.77e - 2 2.92e - 2 3A1e - 1 6.66e -1 9.38e - 1

Table 2: Error reduction factors Pi in Example 4.2.

FAC iterates converge very fast. Further, the error reduction factors only slightly depend
on the refinement factor u. For the nonuniform interface discretization the error reduction
is much worse. Now a strong dependence of the error reduction factors on the refinement
factor u can be observed. A similar dependence has been observed for the one-dimensional
Poisson problem (cr. Theorem 3.2). We note that for u = 16 the FAC iterates diverge for the
nonuniform interface discretization.

The numerical results in Table 2 show that one should not use the trivial injection on the
interface in the FAC method for solving a composite grid problem resulting from a nonuniform
interface discretization. For the one-dimensional Poisson problem a simple weighted restric
tion has been derived which yields an optimal convergence behaviour. Below we shall derive
a suitable nonlinear restriction operator on the interface for the two-dimensional Poisson
problem. We use theoretical insights from Section 204.

Suppose that the restriction operator r is defined by

(rwH,h)(x) := wH,h(x) x E ng un? u{(xr, YrH,
(rwH,h)(x) := A(X)wH,h(x) x E r~rt u rf[or'

The global coarse grid function l.H from (2.23) satisfies

fiH (x) = (LHrvt~)(x) - A(x)(LH,hvt~)(x) x E rf[or U r~rt' i ~ 1. (4.7)
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We recall that if f satisfies the optimality criterion, then jiH(X) = 0 for i ~ 1 and x E rHo
The results in Table 2 for the uniform interface discretization show that then the FAC iterates
converge very fast.

So, in the i-th iteration step we want to use weighting factors A(X) such that jiH ~ 0 at
all x E rf[or U r~rt. At the right hand side of (4.7) components of the unknown error vector
v~~ = uH,h - u~~ appear. In the FAC method (2.15), for a given restriction operator f (e.g.

the trivial injection), approximations of v~~ are computed both on the uniform global coarse
grid and on the uniform local fine grid. Combining these approximations (cf. (2.15f,g)) yields

. t' -H h f Hh Th' ... d t l' . t th t Hhan approXlma Ion vi'-:l 0 vi'-:I' IS approxImatIOn IS use 0 e ImIna e e exac error vi'-:l
at the right hand side of (4.7). The resulting term is put equal to zero, which yields:

(4.8)

Thus, the approximation v~~ of v~~ is used to compute suitable weighting factors on the

interface. It is not used to update the approximation u~~. The defect of u~~ is restricted
to the global coarse grid using the above computed weighting factors on the interface. Using
this restricted defect, new approximations of v~~ are computed on the global coarse grid and
on the local fine grid (cf. (2.15d,e)). These approximations are used to compute a new iterate

H,hu i .

Remark 4.3 The term LH,hv~~ at the right hand side of (4.7) equals the composite defect
related to the approximation u~,h: LH,hv~,h = LH,huH,h - LH,hu~,h = fH,h _ LH,hu~,h.

1-1 1-1 1-1 1-1

So, at each grid point x E rffor U r~rt the value LH,hv~~(x) is known. These values can be
used for computing the weighting factors A(X) (cf. (4.8)):

(4.9)

With these weighting factors error reduction factors comparable with the values in Table 2 for
the nonuniform interface discretization are obtained. Hence, one should not use the weighted
restriction in (4.6) with the weighting factors from (4.9).

Since a nonlinear restriction operator f(Uc,i-l) is used, the resulting iteration is also nonlin
ear. Below, we describe one step of this nonlinear FAG (NFAC) iteration for a composite grid
problem LH,huH,h = fH,h resulting from a nonuniform interface discretization. Notation is
similar as in (2.15).

NFAG iteration step

a. Initialization

Computation of the composite grid defect

dH,h := f H,h - LH,hu~~

Restriction of the composite grid defect to the uniform subgrids

dH '= dH,h
l. n,H'
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b. Exact solution of the discrete problems

LHvH = dH

L h h - dh Lh (H ) nhl vl - l - rPr v IrH on Hl

c. Computation of the weighting factors

A(X) := (LHrvH,h)(x)/(LH,hvH,h)(x) x E rf!or ur!!ert

Hh() {V?(X) x E Or
where v ' x = vH (x) x E OH,h\Or

d. Correction of the restricted defect on the interface

e. Exact solution of the discrete problems

LHfjH = dH

L h- h dh L h (-H ) nhl vl = l - rPr v IrH on Hl

f. Correction of the composite grid approximation

We note that in one NFAC step, two discrete problems on the uniform global coarse grid and
two discrete problems on the uniform local fine grid have to be solved. In (2.15) only one
discrete problem on the uniform global coarse grid and one discrete problem on the uniform
local fine grid have to be solved in each iteration step. So, one NFAC step is approximately
twice as expensive as one FAC step.

The values in Table 2 show that the error reduction in the first FAC step with trivial
injection on the interface is the same for the nonuniform interface discretization as for the
uniform interface discretization. Hence, given a composite grid problem resulting from a
nonuniform interface discretization approach and some initial approximation u~,h first one
FAC step with trivial injection operator is performed and then a number of NFAC steps (with
nonlinear restriction on the interface) are performed.

In our final example we show that the convergence behaviour of NFAC for a composite
grid problem resulting from a nonuniform interface discretization is comparable with the
convergence behaviour of FAC with trivial injection on the interface for a composite grid
problem resulting from the uniform interface discretization.

Example 4.4 We consider the same problem as in Example 4.2 and the nonuniform interface
discretization (4.3),(4.5). In Table 3 the error reduction factors Pi for the nonlinear FAC
method described above are presented for several values of u and H = 1/8. The error
reduction factors are approximately the same as those in Table 2 for the FAC method for
the uniform interface discretization (4.3),(4.4). In this FAC method trivial injection on the
interface is used which satisfies the optimality criterion.
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z 0'=2 0'=4 0'=8

1 4.86e - 2 4.86e - 2 4.86e - 2

2 2.11e - 2 2.65e - 2 2.78e - 2

3 2.12e - 2 2.67e - 2 2.82e - 2

4 2.14e - 2 2.6ge - 2 2.8ge - 2

5 2.1ge - 2 2.73e - 2 2.9ge - 2

Table 3: Error reduction factors Pi in Example 4.4.

Remark 4.5 The NFAC algorithm is not restricted to the two-dimensional Poisson problem.
Results very similar to those in Table 3 have been found for elliptic boundary value problems
with smoothly varying coefficient functions.

We end with some concluding remarks. The FAC method is very suitable for solving com
posite grid problems resulting from the uniform interface discretization. For such problems
the trivial injection can be used for restricting composite grid defects to the global coarse grid.
The trivial injection satisfies the optimality criterion. The convergence rate of the method is
very high.

For composite grid problems resulting from a nonuniform interface discretization a restric
tion operator satisfying the optimality criterion can not be given in general. The convergence
rate of FAC depends strongly on the way composite grid defects are restricted on the inter
face. Using theoretical insights a nonlinear restriction operator is derived. The convergence
rate of the related nonlinear FAC method is high. The error reduction per iteration step is
comparable with the error reduction per step in the FAC method with trivial injection for
the uniform interface discretization. One step of this nonlinear FAC method is approximately
twice as expensive as one FAC step.
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